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1. INTRODUCTION 
In some recent papers [1-3], the authors introduced the discrete-time waveform relaxation meth- 
ods for Volterra integral equations (VIEs). Such methods allow us to take advantage of parallel 
architectures in solving the system of VIEs, whose solution, because of the hereditary charac- 
ter of the problem, require a very high computational cost. Since the same problem occurs in 
solving system of Volterra integro-differential equations (VIDEs), in this paper, we introduce the 
waveform relaxation methods for VIDEs. We deal with linear and nonlinear methods and we are 
mainly interested in parallel waveform relaxation methods. 
The proposed methods basically consist in solving, by means of an iterative scheme, the im- 
plicit algebraic system which arises by the application of the VIDE Direct Quadrature (VDDQ) 
methods or the VIDE Runge-Kutta (VDRK) methods. The aim is to split the implicit system 
into independent subsystems which can be solved in parallel and also to obtain a fast convergent 
process. The VDDQ and VDRK methods will be referred to as underlying methods. 
In particular, in Section 2 and Section 4, we introduce, respectively, the Time Point Relax- 
ation VIDE Direct Quadrature (TPRVDDQ) and the Time Point Relaxation VIDE Runge-Kutta 
(TPRVDRK) methods and we give some results on their convergence properties. In Section 3 
and Section 5, we deal with the convergence of the iteration scheme, that is the convergence of
the proposed TPR methods to the underlying VDDQ and VDRK methods. The results we prove 
for the two classes of methods are similar and can be described as follows. First, we show that 
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the iteration process converges if the stepsize is sufficiently small, then we obtain a necessary and 
sufficient condition, in the case of linear systems of VIDEs. Such a condition is given in terms 
of spectral radius of the convergence matrix, which has high dimension if the considered VIDEs 
system is large, moreover, it does not give any suggestion on how to split the implicit system in 
order to get fast convergence. In order to find some more practical conditions, we give up to the 
necessity and sufficiency and, as regards the TPRVDRK methods, we confine ourselves to the 
case of methods based on VIDE DIRK formulas. With these restrictions, we prove some sufficient 
conditions for the convergence of the iteration scheme which do not involve the eigenvalues of 
the convergence matrix and do not depend on the stepsize. Moreover, such conditions uggest 
a criterion for constructing the iterative scheme, (i.e., for splitting the given algebraic system) 
provided that some mild conditions on the considered VIDE are fulfilled. Then, the case of par- 
allel TPR methods is analyzed and we prove theorems for the convergence of the TPR methods, 
based on diagonal splitting, which require some conditions on the original VIDE that are very 
easy to check. 
2. T IME POINT  VDDQ METHODS 
Consider the system of VIDEs, 
( /0' y~(t) = f i  t , y ( t ) ,  k~( t , s ,y (s  , t • [0, T], i = 1, . . . ,q ,  
y(0) = Y0, y :  [0, T] --* R q, 
f : R q+2 ~ R q, k : R q+2 ~ R q, 
(2.1) 
where as usual 
y( t )  = [Y l (~) , ' . . , Yq(~) ]T"  
The classical VDDQ methods for the resolution of (2.1) has the form [4, p. 151], 
i=1  . . . .  ,q, 
j=0 j=0 
92 
zi,n = h Z w,~jk i ( tn , tz ,y l ) ,  i = 1,. . . ,q ,  Yo, . .  . ,y,¢-1 given, 
l----O 
(2.2) 
where Yi,n ~ yi ( tn)  and a j , l~ j j  = 1, . . . ,  ~ are the coefficients of a linear multistep methods for 
ordinary differential equations and wnj are the weights of a quadrature formula. 
The waveform relaxation methods basically consist in dividing the integration interval [0, T] 
into subintervals (windows) and in solving the implicit system (2.2), in each window, by an 
iterative process. For ease of notation, we consider only windows whose length coincides with 
the stepsize, in other words, we confine ourselves to the case of Time Point Relaxation iterative 
scheme: 
v+'  + = hZoa,  ( t . , y . ,y .  "+ '  z ,  
j--1 
/¢ 
nz , ,  
j= l  
n--1  
Zi  v v+l  v (n, yn,y . ) =h  Zwn, ,k , ( tn, t t ,y , )+hwn,nG,(tn, t , .yn,y~+') ,  
l-~O 
f=y0,  
(2.3) 
Volterra Integro-Differential Equations 
The functions G(n, t, u, v) = [G~,..., Gq] r and ~(t, s, u, v) = [~, . . . ,  ~q]r are such that 
Gi(n , t ,u ,u )  = A(t ,u,  Zi (n,u,u)) ,  ~(t , s ,~ ,u)  = ki(t ,s,~).  
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In the sequel, for ease of notation, we denote by H the function 
Hi(n, t, u, v) = Gi(t, u, v, Z~(n, u, v) ) (2.4) 
and we call it splitting function. As already observed in the introduction, we are mainly interested 
in splitting functions which give rise to parallel iterative schemes. For example, fully parallel 
schemes are obtained by using the following choices of H. 
n--1 / 
Picard scheme: Hi (n, t, u, v) = f~ t, u, h ~ ki (tn, tl, Yt) + hwn,nki (t, t, u) . 
1=0 
f 
Jacobi scheme: Hi(n, t ,u ,v)  = fi (t ,  u l , . . .  , U i - l ,  Vi, U i+l ,  . . , , Uq ,  
r~--I ) 
h ~ kl (tn, tl, Yl) + hwn,nk (t, t, u l , . . . ,  ui-1, v~, u i+l , . . . ,  uq) . 
l=O 
Usually the iteration process is continued until the iterates have converged, in practice, until 
some criterion such as 
IlyY - -- TOL, 
where TOL is a prescribed tolerance. Of course, the number of iteration mn we need for obtaining 
convergence depends on n, but in what follows, for notational convenience, we suppress the 
dependence of m on the index n. After we have performed the sufficient number of iterations, 
we get the final solution y'~ ~ Yn, which, of course, inherits all the properties of the underlying 
solution (order, convergence, stability). In conclusion, the formulation of the TPRVDDQ method 
is the following: 
O~ " v+l v + Z = h oH " +I) 
5=1 
i¢ 
" z "  Y--5' ~,n-5), n>_~, i= l , . . . ,q ,  v=0,1  . . . .  , (2.5) 
j= l  
with 
v=o,1,..., 
H~(n, t , . ,  u) = f, (t, ~, zt., + h~,.,.k,(t, t, ~)), 
n--I 
z. ~ = h ~]  w.,~ki (t., t,, yp) 
l=O 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
Now, we want to observe that, in addition to the mode "correcting to converge" mentioned 
above, the TPRVDDQ method can be implemented with a fixed number of iterations, say m, 
and in such a case, m becomes a parameter of the method. Namely, in analogy to the proof of 
convergence of the underlying method (see [4, p. 154]) the following result can be proved. 
THEOREM 2. I. Assume that the underlying VDDQ method is consistent with order p and IIY~ - 
y(tj)[[ = O(hP+l), j = 1 , . . . ,  ~-1,  u > O. I f  the functions f ( t, y, z), H ( n, t, u, v) satisfy a Lipschitz 
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condition w.r.t, the last two variables and k(t, s, y) satisfies a Lipschitz condition w.r.t the last 
one, then, 
lira Ib~ - y(t~)ll = o, r~ > O. 
h--*O, 
const 
PROOF. For ease of notation, we report the proof for the scalar case. 
If the underlying VDDQ method has consistency order equal p, then the true solution y(t) 
satisfies 
Ea5 y (tn-j) = hjgo H (n, tn, y (tn), y (tn))+h E jgj f (tn-j, y (tn-5), z (tn-5) }+0 (hP+') , n > t~. 
j=0 j=, 
/2 / J  Put e n = y(tn) Yn, then there results 
5 ~ : , y~,~ )] a°e[+l + E ~en-5 h13o [Hm(n, tn,y(tn) y ( tn ) ) -Hm(n ,  tn,  v+l 
j= '  
+ ~ ~5 [I (t~-5, y ( t~_ J , z  (t~_J) - f (t~_~, y~_j, ~'-5)] + o (h ~+~) 
j=,  
and in view of the regularity properties of H and f,  there results 
°tOe'+1 "~- E Ot jem- j  ~ /~Oil [1<1 + I~+~1] 
j=,  
e" I~ " '  I] + o (h,'+'). +h~-"_,I/%I[L,I,,_51+L (t,,-J-=;,_ 5 
j= ,  
Now, by recalling that 
~ tn n - = - l ,yt ) z (tn) z m k (tn, s, y(s)) ds h E wn,tk (tn, t m 
1=0 
= k(tn,s ,y(s))  ds h w.,zk(tn,t~,y(t~)) 
l=O 
n 
t m + h ~_, wn,~ [k (tn, t .  y (t,)) - k (tn, ~, y, )1 ; 0 (h "÷~) 
l=O 
+ h ~ wn,, [k (tn, tt, y (t~)) - k ( t . ,  t~, YP)I 
1=0 
and by taking into account the Lipschitz property of the kernel k, we get 
~oe~+' + ~]  ~ser_~ 
j= l  
£ n-j 
+ hL1 E I~jl le.%l + h2C, If~l ~ leT'l + 0 (hP+X). 
j=l  j=l  I=0 
(2.8) 
Now let us assume n = ~, by recalling that le~nl = O(hP+l), j = 1 , . . . ,  ~ - 1 (2.8) can be written 
as  
~-1 
I<+'1 < hc~ [le~l+l <+'l] + hC3h '+' + h2C, ~ l~? l  
l=0 
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and for h sufficiently small 
which implies 
he2 leVI (h~+~) 
I<+'1 -< T:~ + o , 
[e~+l[ <_ Ch ~', 
where v* = min {p + 1, v + 1}. Now we proceed by induction on n and we easily prove that 
[e~+l[ < Ch ~" , for every finite n. 
Let us put 
from (2.8) and (2.9), there results 
t& 
j=0 
r--I 
3=1 /=0 
In view of Theorem 2.6.8 of [4, p. 79], there results 
n n 
r=0 r=6 
and therefore, 
(2.9) 
[ n l Lem, <_ ~W60(hm'-') +h ~WsE,e~, +O(h~+'), 
r=0 J 
which is an inequality of the form (1.5.10) of [4, p. 41]. By taking into account Corollary 1.5.5 
in [4, p. 41], we get that limh-.O,nh=const [eml <_ Ch m'- l ,  which completes the proof. | 
REMARK. From the proof of the above theorem, it can also be deduced that the convergence 
order of the TPRVDDQ method is p* = min{m, p}. 
3. CONVERGENCE OF THE TPRVDDQ ITERAT ION SCHEME 
In this section, we investigate the convergence of the TPRVDDQ method (2.5) to the underlying 
VDDQ method, that is 
lira IlY~ - Ynll = 0. 
V-=~OO 
It is obvious that if the underlying method is explicit 030 = 0), then the TPRVDDQ method 
coincides with the underlying one. Therefore, we only consider implicit methods. 
The following result for the convergence of the TPRVDDQ methods applied to a general VIDE 
can be proved. 
THEOREM 3.1. If the splitting function H satisfies a Lipschitz condition w.r.t, the last two vari- 
ables, then the TPRVDDQ method converges to the underlying method for suf~ciently sma/1 h. 
PROOF. Let us put a0 = 1 and 
eg v (3.1) ~,n=Y~,n-Yi,n, n>~, i= l , . . . ,q ,  
then there results 
t~ 
v t,+l ~+1 + E aJe~,n-J = h/~o [H~ (n, tn,yn,Yn ) - Hi (n,t,,yn,yn)] ~t,n 
+ h ~,  [i, (t,~, y,~%, ~o_A - i, (t,,, y,,-,, ~,,,,-A]. 
j--1 
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Since we are considering the converge use of the method, we have to assume that all the previous 
values y~n, j = 1 . . . .  ,n  - 1 have already converged, that  is, y~n = yj, j = 0 , . . . ,n  - 1, and 
H m = H. In other words, it is sufficient o study the convergence of the iteration scheme only 
in the first step. By putt ing n = ~, we have 
_~'+1 hfl0 [Hi ~ u+l = (n, tn,Yn,Yn ) -H~(n ,  tn, yn,yn)] ti, ~ 
In view of the Lipschitz property of H,  it follows that 
[1 h[j3o[L] ~,+1 e~, -, - ei, ~ _< h[j3o[L[ i,,~[, i = 1,. .  q, 
which proves the theorem. | 
3.1. L inear  Equat ions  
Now, we want to give the expression of the convergence matrix of the iteration process (2.5) 
in the case of the linear VIDE 
// y,(t) = g(t) + P(t)y(t) + k(t, s)y(s) ds t • [0, T], (3.2) 
y(O) = Yo, y,g • R q, P, k • R q×q. 
In such a case, it is convenient to choose a splitting function that  preserves linearity, that is, 
H(n, t, u, v) = [PM (t) + hwn,nM(t, t)]v + [PN(t) + hwn,nN(t, t)]u + zn, (3.3) 
with 
P(t) = PM (t) + PN (t), k(t, s) = M(t, s) + N(t, s). (3.4) 
Then, the following result can be established. 
THEOREM 3.2. The TPRVDDQ method converges to the underlying method if and only if, for 
every n > ~, 
h~op { [Ia - hfloPM (tn) - h2wn,n~oM (tn, tn)]-l [PN (tn) + hwa,nN (tn,tn)]} < 1. (3.5) 
PROOF. Once again let us assume n = ~, by recalling that  e~ = 0, j = 0 , . . . ,  ~-1 ,  the expression 
of the iteration error, e~ +1 f u+l u+l T Rq = tel,~ , . . . ,eq ,~ ] E is 
e~ +1 = h~o [PM (t~) + hw~,~M (t~, t~)] ~+1 + h~ ° [PN (t~) + hw~,~N (t~, t~)] e~, 
and hence, 
e,~ +1 -- C(~, h)~:, 
where 
C(n, h) = [Iq - h~oPM (tn) - h2~own,nM (tn, t , ) ] -1  [hj3oPg (tn) + h2j3oWn,n N (tn, tn)] (3.6) 
is the convergence matrix. | 
REMARK. If we assume (as often occurs) that  wn,n is independent of n, that  is 
Wn,n  -~ W,  
then the condition (3.5) can be written as 
h~op{[ Iq -h~oPM(t ) -h2~owM(t , t ) ] -x [PN( t )+hwY( t , t ) ]}<l ,  t E [0,T], 
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(i) 
(ii) 
then, 
which is independent on n. Nevertheless, uch necessary and sufficient condition still depends 
on h, and moreover, it does not give any a priori criterion for choosing the splitting function H. 
In order to overcome this drawback, we give some more practical sufficient conditions for the 
convergence of the iteration process. The proof of the following results are based on Lemma 2.1 
of [3]. For the sake of completeness, we report the lemma without the proof, which can be found 
in [3]. 
LEMMA 3.1. Consider two matrices M1 and M2 with det[I - M1] ~ 0. If 
,[M1] < 0, 
IM~ll + ~[M1] < 0, 
p{[ I -  M1]-I M2} < 1, 
where # [.] is the logarithmic norm [4, p. 415] related to a natural norm I[ " [[. 
Now the following theorems, which are analogous to the results proved for the Waveform 
Relaxation DQ methods for VIEs [3] hold. 
THEOREM 3.3. If w~o > 0 and there exists a natural norm such that 
(i) ~[PM(t)] + [IPN(t)[[ < 0, Vt E [0,T], 
(ii) #[M(t,t)] + [[N(t,t)H _< 0, Vt E [0,T], 
then, the TPRVDDQ method converges to the underlying method for every h. 
PROOF. The proof comes immediately by using Lemma 3.1 and by recalling the following two 
properties of the logarithmic norm: 
[Ul + U2] _< # [/1//1] + #[U2], # [aM] = a# [U],  V(~ _> 0. | 
REMARK. Observe that the hypotheses of Theorem 3.3 imply 
#[P(t)] < 0, [k(t,t)] _~ 0, Vt E [0,T], (3.7) 
therefore, Theorem 3.3 gives a sufficient condition, independent of h, for the convergence of the 
TPRVDDQ method, whenever it is applied to a VIDE satisfying (3.7). 
3.1.1. Parallel split 
In the case of a linear VIDE, the most popular parallel splitting functions are defined as in (3.3), 
with the following expression for PM(t) and M(t, t). 
Picard: PM(t) ~-- 0, 
Jacobi: PM (T) = diag(P(t)), 
Richardson: PM(t) = dllq, 
For Picard splitting, the following obvious result holds. 
M(t, s) = O. 
M(t, s) = diag(k(t, s)). 
M(t, s) = d2Iq. 
COROLLARY 3.1. The TPRVDDQ method based on Picard splitting converges to the underlying 
method ff and only if 
h~op[P(t) + hwk(t, t)] < 1, t E [0, T]. 
For Jacobi and Richardson splitting, we can prove the following results, which furnishes a 
practical criterion for constructing convergent parallel splitting. Since such results are analogous 
to the ones proved in [3], we omit the proofs. 
THEOREM 3.4. Assume that who > 0 and 
(i) #ocP(t)] _< 0, 
(ii) #~ [k(t, t)] _< 0, 
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then, the TPRVDDQ method based on Jacobi splitting converges to the underlying method for 
every h. 
THEOREM 3.5.  
Assume that Wf~o > 0 and 
(i) #[P(t)] _< 0,#[k(t, t)] < 0, 
(ii) 41 < [[P(t)[[2/2#[P(t)], d2 < [[k(t,t)[[2/2#[k(t,t)], 
where [[. [[ is an inner product norm. 
Then, the TPRVDDQ method based on Richardson splitting converges to the underlying 
method t'or every h. 
Finally, we consider the particular VIDE 
t 
y/(t) = g(t) + Py(t) + k(t - s)y(s) ds, 
y(0) = y0, 
t E [0, T], 
(3.8) 
where we have assumed that the function P(t) is constant and the kernel k is of convolution type. 
If we assume that the splitting function is of convolution type also, that is, PM is a constant 
matrix and M(t,  s) = M(t  - s), then the formulation of Theorems 3.3-3.5 becomes impler and 
they furnish sufficient conditions for convergence of the iteration process which do not depend 
on t. 
We report the statements of such theorems without the proofs because they are obvious. 
COROLLARY 3.2. I f  W~o > 0 and for a natural norm 
# [PM] + [[PN[[ <_ O, # [M(O)] + IlN(O)ll ~< o, 
then, the TPRVDDQ method converges to the underlying one for every h. 
COROLLARY 3.3. The TPRVDDQ method based on Jacobi and Richardson splitting converges 
to the underlying method for every h if w~o > 0 and, respectively, 
,oo[P] < 0, ,~[k(0)]  < 0, 
, [P]  < 0, ,[k(0)] < 0, 
dl < ]IPI[--~2 d2 < Hk(0)]]----~2 
2#[P] ' 2#[k(0)]" 
4. T IME POINT VIDE RUNGE-KUTTA METHODS 
Let us consider the a-stage VIDE Runge-Kutta methods of extended type [4, p. 213] applied 
to the system (2.1), 
5----1 
Ys,.¢ = Ys,n + h E a¢Js (tin, Ym, F~,. (tin) + he. (tin)), 
i = l , . . . ,q ,  n >_ O, (4.1) 
j= l , . . . ,a ,  s=l , . . . ,q , (4 .2 )  
with 
.. y, "r Rq Y,,j = [Y~,,,~,  , q.,,j] e 
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and 
t¢ 
¢~ (tni) = E 5irks (t, + dirh, t,~, Ynr), 
r= l  
F~,n(t) = h E E bjk (st, tl~, Ytj), 
l=l  j= l  
i---- 1 , . . .  ,/~, 
s= 1 . . . .  ,q, 
s = 1, . . . ,q ,  
where tnj = tn + cj h and the parameters bj, cj, a 0 , 5ij, d 0 are given. 
Analogously to Section 2, we introduce the Time Point VDRK method, which solves the 
implicit systems (4.2) by means of an iterative scheme. The formulation of the method is the 
following: 
t~ 
yu+. l  m E In t y u y u+l~ -s,n~ =Ysm +h aoH~ , n~, ni, ,i j ,  s= l , . . . ,q ,  i= l , . . . ,g ,  
j= l  
m m Y.,n+~ Ys,. + h bjYs (t.~, ~ = Y j, Fj, n (tnj) + he m (t,~j)), n > O, 
j= l  
Y~°=yoERQ, n>_O, j= l , . . . , a ,  Y~=Yo, 
(4 .3 )  
where 
( ) Hs(n, tn~,u,u)= fs t ,u,F m (tn~)+hEa~rks(tn +d~rh, tnr,u) S~n 
r----1 
s= 1 , . . . ,q  
and 
n-1  
F2n(t) = h Z  bjks , 
/=0 j= l  
t¢ 
¢sm (tn,) = E ai~k~ (tn + d,~h, tnr,YX~)m . 
r=l  
For example, in the case of Jacobi splitting, the function H is given by 
Hi (n, tnj,u,v) : f~ (tnj,Ul,... ,U i - - l ,V i ,U i+ l , . . .  ,Uq , f imn (tnj) 
+h r--1E ajrki (tn + djrh, tn~, ul .... , U i _ l ,  v i ,  U i+ l ,  . . . , Uq) )  . 
Also, in this case, the iteration process (4.3) is continued until convergence, ven if it can be 
proved that 
lira [[y~ - y(tn)[[ = O, v > O, 
h-*O,nh=const 
provided that the functions f, H, k are sufficiently regular. We do not report the proof of this 
result either, because it can be performed along the line of the proof of convergence of the under- 
lying VDRK methods (see [4, p. 227]), or because we are mainly interested in the implementation 
of the TPRVDRK methods in the correcting to converge mode. 
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5. CONVERGENCE OF  THE TPRVDRK ITERAT ION SCHEME 
First of all, we want to prove that every TPRVDRK method, based on an explicit VDRK 
method (a 0 = ao = 0, j > i) converges to the underlying method in a finite number of iterations. 
THEOREM 5.1. Every ~ stage explicit TPRVDRK method converges to the underlying method 
in at most ~ iterations. 
PROOF. Let us assume n = 0; then, it is very easy to see that there results Y~ol = ys,o -- Y8,ol, 
Y~o2 - Ys,o2 = ha21[Hm(O, tin, Yo11, Yo21) - H(O, tox, YOl, YoI)] = 0, and therefore, 
Ys~,0~ = Ys,0~. | 
We proceed in this section as we did in Section 3. Since the results we are going to prove for 
the convergence of the TPRVDRK method to the underlying VDRK method are very similar to 
the ones for the TPRVDDQ method, we omit the proof of the theorems when it can be deduced 
from the correspondent result in Section 3. 
The first result is the analogy of Theorem 3.2. 
THEOREM 5.2. / f  the splitting function H satisfies aLipschitz condition w.r.t., the last two vari- 
ables, then, the TPRVDRK method converges to the underlying method for sufficiently small h. 
In the case of a linear VIDE (3.2), we choose the splitting function H with the following form: 
H(n, tn~,u,v) = [PM (tn~) + h ~ ?t~rM (tn + d~rh, tnr)] 
+ PN(t~i)+h~-~girN(tn+dirh, t,~r) u+F~(t ,u) ,  
r= l  
where PM, PN, M, N satisfy (3.4). 
In order to prove the convergence of the iteration process (4.3), we denote by Q(n, h) and 
Q(n, h), the q~ x q~ block matrices whose block are defined, respectively, as follows. 
Qo(n,h) =aoPM(tnj) +hEa~rgrjM(tn +drjh, tnj),ERqxq, i , j  = 1 , . . . ,~ ,  
r= l  
tg 
Qo(n,h)=aoPN(tnj)+hEa,rFt~jY(tn+drjh,  tnj),eRa×q, i , j  = 1 , . . . ,~.  
r= l  
Then, the following theorem can be shown. 
THEOREM 5.3. The TPRVDRK method converges to the underlying method ff and only ff 
hp{[Iq~-hQ(n,h)]-lO,(n,h)} <1,  n_>0. (5.4) 
PROOF. Let us indicate with 
e~j = YY..~ - Y.~, e.~ = [e~l, . . .  , e~] • R ~q. 
Subtraction of y~+l from Ynj leads to 
t~ t~ t~ 
e~+' - h E aj,PM (t.,) e~ +1 -- h 2 E aj, E ~t,rM (t. + d,rh, t.~)e~ +' 
i=I i= l  r=l  
= aj~Plv(tni)e~+h2Eaj~Eg~rN(tn +d~rh, t,r)e~r, 
i=I i=1 r=l 
and therefore, 
= hQ(n, h)e  + hO(n, h)sL 
which completes the proof. | 
Observe that in the case of explicit methods, the matrices Q and Q are are block strictly lower 
triangular, and hence, the convergence immediately follows. 
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5.1. Diagonally Implicit TPRVDRK Methods 
Application of Theorem 5.3 requires the computation of the spectral radius of a qs x qs matrix 
per step. In order to reduce the dimension of the convergence matrix, we consider the class of 
TPRVDRK methods based on underlying DIRK methods, that is VDRK methods with 
a~j = a~j = 0, j > i. (5.5) 
In this case, the following result holds. 
THEOREM 5.4. The TPRVDRK method converges to the underlying DIRK method if and only 
if 
hp { [Iq-ha~iPM (tni)-h2a~,~iiM (tn +d~ih, t,~)] -1 [a,,PN (tni) + haii?tiiN (tn + diih, tni)]} < 1, 
i=  1 , . . . ,~,  n_>O. 
PROOF. From (5.5), it follows that the matrices Q(n, h), Q(n, h) are block triangular matrices, 
hence, the same is true for the convergence matrix given in (5.4). Now, since the eigenvalues of 
a block triangular matrix coincide with the eigenvalues of the diagonal blocks, it turns out that 
condition (5.4) is equivalent to 
p - h ) ] - '  < 1 
Once again, taking into account (5.5), we have 
Q~i(n, h) = hai~PM (tn~) + h2aii~i~M (t,~ + d~ih, t~i), 
Qi~(n, h) = ha~iPg  (tni) + h2a~N (t,~ + diih, tni), 
and the thesis follows. 
5.1.1. Time point Pouzet DIRK methods  
If the underlying VDRK method is of Pouzet type [4, p. 218], we have 
dij = ci, aij = ~tij. 
Therefore, Theorem 5.4 can be written as follows. 
COROLLARY 5.1. The TPRVDRK method converges to the underlying Pouzet DIRK method ff 
hp~ [Iq - hauPM(t) - h2a2iM(t,t)] -1 [a,,PN(t) + ha2iiN(t,t)] ~ <1, t • [O,T] i=  1, . . . ,~.  
Then, proceeding as in Section 3.1, we obtain sufficient condition for convergence which are 
independent on h 
THEOREM 5.5. I f  aii > O, i = 1 , . . . ,  ~ and there exists a natural norm such that 
(i) #[PM(t)] + [[PN(t)II _< 0, Vt e [0,T], 
(ii) #[M(t,t)] + [[N(t,t)][ < O, Vt • [0,T], 
then the TPRVDRK method converges to the underlying DIRK Pouzet method for every h. 
THEOREM 5.6. Assume that aii > O, i = 1 , . . . ,  t~, and 
(i) #oo[P(t)] <_ 0, 
(ii) #oo[k(t,t)] <_ O, 
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then, the TPRVDRK method based on Jacobi splitting converges to the underlying DIRK Pouzet 
method/ 'or  every h. 
THEOREM 5.7. Assume that a i i>  0, i = 1 , . . . ,  ~, and 
(i) ~[P(t)] <_ 0,/z [k(t,t)] < 0, 
(ii) 41 < [[P(t)[[2/2#[P(t)], d2 < [[k(t,t)[[2/2#[k(t,t)], 
where [[ • [[ is an inner product norm. 
Then, the TPRVDRK method based on Richardson splitting converges to the tmderlying DIRK 
Pouzet method for every h 
We conclude by considering the convolution V IDE (3.8) and by observing that  for the TPRV- 
DRK methods, results analogous to Corollaries 3.2 and 3.3 can be easily proved. 
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